
The following words are all from this week’s rap. Use the lyrics to help you define the vocabulary.

From the rap...

pipeline

Flocab Vocab

The tribes have been
protesting a pipeline.

household 
income

The average US
household income grew last 

year. That’s all the money 
everybody in a house earns,

sugar industry
The sugar industry is every 

company and business
selling sugar. 

suspicious
It got suspicious, they paid 

scientists, like: take this please,
just don’t connect sugar to 

heart disease!

dishonest
But too much sugar really isn't 

good, so the industry was 
dishonest, understood?

trend
Are they going wireless too 

soon? Is it the next trend, or is 
Apple out of tune?

What does it mean?
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Pick one of the stories from this week’s rap, and write the name of it in the center circle. 
Answer the questions in each of the squares based on the story from the song.

What Where How
Who When Why

? ?

What happened?Who was involved? When did it happen?

Where did it happen?

Why is this important or interesting?

How did it happen?
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What do You Think?
Share your opinion on a question related to this week’s rap below.

Be specific and use evidence from the rap to explain your reasoning.
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Do you think that all sports should have ranked players like tennis does?
Why or why not?

My opinion:

Reason 1:

Reason 2:

Reason 3:

Ending Sentence



Challenge of the Week
Use these statistics from this week’s rap to answer the questions below.

1 How many grams of sugar are in one serving of chocolate chip cookies?
a. 1 gram
b. 11 grams
c. 20 grams
d. 21 grams

2 How many more grams of sugar are in one serving of Coca-Cola® than in one serving
of Cheerios®?

a. 1 gram
b. 20 grams
c. 38 grams
d. 40 grams

3 How many sugar cubes represent the grams of sugar in one serving of red grapes?
a. 2 sugar cubes
b. 4 sugar cubes
c. 5 sugar cubes
d. 7 sugar cubes
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Amount of Sugar in Popular Snack Foods and Drinks*

Cheerios®         1 gram

Coca-Cola®      39 grams red grapes – 20 grams

chocolate chip cookies    11 grams

*per serving, 4 grams per sugar cube
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...invent your own smartphone, what features would you include?

To enter the Shout-Out Contest, have your teacher visit: flocabulary.com/week-in-rap-junior-contest

If you could...

Read the prompt below and answer the questions with a short paragraph and a picture.

Shout-Out Contest


